Chequers Agreement response from the South West
Dear Derek Thomas,
The Chequers ‘ Agreement ‘.
An analysis of the Chequers Proposal by Martin Howe QC says the UK will still be
bound by the EU rulebook and have to obey, in complete detail, the laws
promulgated by the EU without having a vote on the content of those laws.
Clearly, acceptance of the EU “rule book” as to 100% [rather than 20% approx. being
only trade conformity related if the UK was only within the Single Market through
membership of EFTA] will limit any opportunity for the UK in every way to manoeuvre
in all separate trade negotiations and thereby entirely restrain the UK’s ability to
exploit these Brexit opportunities.
There will be no separate UK trade deals outside the EU worldwide trade deals. This
is not BREXIT but BRINO.
93% of UK GDP does not involve export to the Single Market [i.e. only 7% of UK
GDP, being 37% of UK exports; such total UK exports amount in total to 20% of UK
GDP]. However 100% of UK businesses will have to comply with 100% of all EU
regulations. The costs, according to Gordon Brown in 2005, amounted then to an
equivalent of 7% of GDP (£140bn pa).
Theresa May has entirely lost the BREXIT plot but is treacherously succeeding in her
Remainer endeavours at great cost to the UK in every way. Paying £39 billion for
treason is itself making the May Socialists unelectable. The May Tory party is
doomed.
This is a disaster for the UK and everyone within her.
Of great concern is the way in which an un-elected civil servant, Ollie Robbins,

seems to be taking a lead in all this, by - passing elected government ministers in the
process. Dominic Raab is supposed to be our ‘negotiator ‘. Why is Robbins going to
Brussels, and what is he doing and saying? Treachery is the answer.
According to press photographs, David Davis was only permitted to read the
Chequers Cabinet papers, which the PM had withheld, until after her meeting with
Mrs Merkel.
The Government seems to have returned to the days of Blair’s presidential
approach, when Ministers had little influence over what Blair and his advisors
decided to do regardless of the electorate, the Referendum and of any knowledge of
how the EU and the Single Market was run. Only an ass would set out on this
hopeless May style quest without any understanding of the technical application of
EU Conformity rules, the need for Sanitary and Phytosanitary reports and
inspections ,or any understanding of NOBOS [Notified Bodies} or the rule taking of
the EU from WTO bodies that lay down much of the technical standards for WTO
trade. The UK will be barred perhaps even from re-taking its seat on these WTO
bodies that create and promulgate agreed standards.
If The Government fails to deliver Brexit for the 408 (62.8%) constituencies which
voted to leave the EU, then it will pay a very heavy price. The Real Tories will be
destroyed alongside the May Socialists.
Please urge the PM strongly to resign, and permit a successor to be PM who will
honour the Referendum, recover full and real UK Sovereignty in full over land sea
and sky outside the EU but subject to WTO rules and standards.
What we need now is strong leadership and direction to deliver “Brexit means
Brexit”, and thereby taking the UK fully out of the Single Market, the Customs Union
and fully free from the EU rule book. That is what “Leaving the EU” means.
The Phony War and the time for compromise is over. The real Battle for Britain is
beginning. Will you be fighting for BREXIT and for the Will of 408 constituencies and

the very soul of The United Kingdom? Or for Treason? And then for the lost cause of
the survival of either the May Socialist-lite party or the lost soul of the divided and
non democratic Tory party? ,
I look forward to your reply.
Sincerely,

